Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) community has focused the majority of its research efforts on signal processing and machine learning, mostly neglecting the human in the loop. Guiding users on how to use a BCI is crucial in order to teach them to produce stable brain patterns. In this work, we explore the instructions and feedback for BCIs in order to provide a systematic taxonomy to describe the BCI guiding systems. The purpose of our work is to give necessary clues to the researchers and designers in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in making the fusion between BCIs and HCI more fruitful but also to better understand the possibilities BCIs can provide to them.
INTRODUCTION
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) allow capturing the brain activity of users by processing and classifying their brain signals with the purpose of generating commands for any computer system. There are many applications of BCIs (van Erp et al., 2012) , traditionally in medicine (Wolpaw et al., 2002 ; interaction with locked-in patients, typing for quadriplegics) but also increasingly out-of-the lab applications such as controlling devices (e.g., car, robotic arm-Chapter 6.2 in Tan and Nijholt, 2010) , user-state monitoring (e.g., workload Pike et al., 2014) for interface and task adaptation, as well as gaming (Nijholt et al., 2009) .
Mastering the production of stable brain signal patterns (van Erp et al., 2012 ) is a crucial component of all existing BCI systems. Learning this skill can be challenging, requiring hours of training and repetitive practice, especially for continuous control. Users must train to adapt their brain signal patterns to make them easy to recognize by a computer (Lotte et al., 2013) . For the first BCI applications, the training technique used was Operant Conditioning (OC). OC produces good results; however, it requires extensive and painstaking training (up to several months): all the effort in learning to use the BCI is incumbent on the user. Subsequently, with the appearance of machine learning techniques, it became common to train classifiers. This allowed reduction of the training time to hours (at most), instead of days or months, by shifting the focus from the user to the system. Instead of training the user to adapt, we train a classifier to adapt to each user. However, even then, users do not have an easy way of knowing whether they imagine the action in a consistent or correct manner so that the system can recognize their brain signal patterns. One of the solutions to alleviate the severity of this issue is the use of neurofeedback (Gruzelier et al., 2006) , which consists of displaying components or features of the user's brain signals in real time (e.g., the blue bar in Figure 1A ). This allows users to get a sense of how to modulate their signals during the training of a classifier, which contributes to making the job of the classifier easier. Yet, even today, feedback is designed at a low level in an often unappealing form and is thus difficult for users to understand and interpret. Currently, the improvement of feedback in BCIs is an essential step towards improving BCI performance and usability (Lotte et al., 2013) . This is crucial for BCIs based on the recognition of mental imagery tasks (motor imagery (MI), visual imagery, etc.), so-called active BCIs, are the focus of this article. When a person tries an active BCI, he or she usually does not know: (1) which imagination strategies are demanded to control the application; and (2) what are the mental states associated to these commands.
There is no unified approach to address this problem, current BCI training protocols (TPs) 1 are mostly neglecting the human and his/her needs in the loop.
In this article we propose a guiding system for feedback and feedforward mechanisms in BCIs. It should be stressed that this framework is only based on theory and its related hypotheses. As such, it is not a proven solution, and would require formal validation in the future. Nonetheless, we hope this article will provoke discussions, debates and more works on this important area of BCI research.
Our design space builds on well-known concepts in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) domain, such as fundamental aspects of guidance: the feedback and feedforward. From the BCI domain we inspire ourselves from design recommendations for BCIs as (Lotte et al., 2013) , and part 2, chapter one from Kosmyna (2015) as there are no guiding systems and very few design options for guidance in BCIs. From the HCI domain we inspire ourselves from design recommendations from Delamare et al. (2015) initially proposed in the context of gestural interaction. We articulate and apply those recommendations to the design of BCI guiding systems. Our design space defines a unifying framework for the design of BCI guiding systems by organizing a set of design issues along axes.
RELATED WORK: TRAINING IN BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACES
We first review and introduce the main BCI concepts that are necessary for the understanding of this article. We will follow the steps of the ''BCI loop'' that symbolizes the typical BCI experience. A BCI is a closed loop between a user and the system. Generally, the user interacts with the system and the system gives feedback about its decision state after the interaction. The BCI loop is composed of (in order): the signal acquisition process; the signal processing step, in which signals are processed and prepared; the feature extraction phase, in which we identify and extract salient features from the signal; and the classification stage, in which the features are matched to the classifier model to identify one of the phenomena it was trained to capture.
The first modern BCI systems based on machine learning were trained and evaluated offline (with prerecorded signals) and were the first step towards the development of better feature extraction and signal processing techniques. Those developments then made possible the appearance of single-trial classification BCI systems that could be used online as well (i.e., used directly for a task). Among those systems, there is a distinction between synchronous and asynchronous systems.
Synchronous BCIs follow a two-phase protocol. First, signals from users are recorded while they perform a series of imagined actions (e.g., moving the left hand for MI-based BCIs) or while they are subjected to stimuli (e.g., flickering targets or LEDs for SSVEP BCIs). Then, a classifier is trained to recognize the different imagined actions or stimuli. Finally, the BCI system can be used online. In synchronous BCIs, the use of the system is not continuous (the user cannot act freely and use the system at any time). The system gives a cue to users before the stimulus is generated or before they must perform an imagined action. Then, signals are recorded for a fixed period of time (e.g., 5 s) to produce a labeled training instance. The system then gives the classification output, after which there is a resting phase (e.g., lasting 10 s) before the cycle starts over. In contrast, asynchronous BCIs capture and classify brain signals continuously to achieve a fully real-time system, where a user can act freely and use the system at any time (Nooh et al., 2011) . As for the feedback, in synchronous systems, feedback is present during fixed periods, whereas in asynchronous systems feedback can be present all the time.
Feedback in BCI Training Systems
In BCI systems, feedback (from the system to the user) is considered as a fundamental component of the system (Lécuyer et al., 2008) that helps users to modulate their brain activity but also to display the result of the classification. The current design of feedback for BCIs remains limited and rarely considers user satisfaction as a primary concern. As suggested by Lotte et al. (2013) , there is a need for a shift in current feedback designs to get closer to practices in instructional design, in which maximizing the learning potential is key. The situation is starting to change, however, as works are appearing that use more varied or multimodal feedback.
We will first present a more detailed account of system feedback approaches, then go into possible solutions for user feedback.
System Feedback
System feedback is mostly concerned with showing the BCI user what the results of the recognition and classification of the brain signals are. However, the visualization of the classification output mostly remains an ad hoc process. There are usually few classes to choose from and the outcomes are often visualized through the resulting in-task action triggered by the BCI (e.g., when interacting with a virtual reality environment or controlling a robot). However, before real-time use, a training phase is required: a supervised training session, OC and/or a familiarization session to let the user get acquainted with the nature of BCI control. The training phase needs to be task independent and yet ground the user in the reality of the task. We can see that there is clearly a dichotomy when it comes to system feedback: on the one hand, the task feedback, that represents the actual performance of the user (or just feedback in the latter of this article), and on the other hand, the training feedback, that represents the information needed to perform the task (or feedforward in the latter of this article). Both terms feedback and feedforward are also explained in Section ''Design Recommendations for BCI Training Protocols'' of this article. Lotte et al. (2013) summarize that BCI training feedback is often only evaluative (quantitative measure of how good the performance is) and corrective (whether the task was performed well or not). This does not match findings in instructional design and computerized formative feedback (Shute, 2008) . More specifically, a common type of feedback, notably for imagery tasks, is to provide the distance from the separating plane. It is a numerical value that can then be represented by a slider or in other ways. One of the justifications for such a feedback representation is that there is an overlap with neurofeedback, in which some representations of the signals (features, frequency components) are displayed to the users in real time to help them modulate their brain signals (for a visual example see Figure 1) . However, such representations imply that users must have some knowledge about the various properties of brain signals and in general how the brain and action potentials function. Acquiring such knowledge is not necessarily easy and is certainly not the most desirable requirement for the usability of the system. Furthermore, the semantics of the training phase are different from the semantics of the task itself.
In order to alleviate current limitations, one of the directions is to build BCI systems that exploit some form of user feedback.
User Feedback
Aside from system feedback, we have a possibility of incorporating user feedback as a way of further adapting the BCI system to the user and inducing learning. The feedback from the user to the system can either be implicit or explicit, although the latter has seldom been explored directly. Implicit feedback exploits physiological signals or activity from users to detect errors automatically (e.g., through error-related negativity (ERNs)). Explicit feedback is somewhat related to the notion of incremental training for BCI classifiers. In a traditional supervised TP, signals are first acquired offline and used to train the classifier before users can use it online. In incremental training, the classifier can be used online directly, and training examples can be added while the system is being used, which means that there could be a very short training session. Additional training examples can be captured through feedback from the user, for example. Incremental training has been shown to improve BCI performance. Millán and Mouriño (2003) demonstrated the potential of incremental training using a simple classification technique (Elmann Neural Network). They showed that the resulting classifiers after offline training and online incremental training are statistically similar. Llera et al. (2012) have proposed a theoretical model based on the idea of a ''reinforcement signal'' that incorporates both the notions of explicit and implicit feedback in a common framework.
Design Recommendations for BCI Training Protocols
There are no guiding systems and very few design options for guidance in BCIs. There are few design recommendations as few options have been identified. Indeed, design options have to be identified first before studying their impact on usability.
We describe the design recommendations identified in the literature according to the two fundamental aspects of guidance: feedback and feedforward. While some studies consider both aspects, some focus only on one of them, either feedback or feedforward. We first give a brief definition of feedback and feedforward mechnisms, as these terms are mostly used in HCI, but only feedback mechanism is explicitly used by BCI community. We then discuss the guiding systems from HCI, particularly we take an example of gesture-based interaction from Delamare et al. (2015) .
Two Categories of Axis: Feedback and Feedforward
Our design space is thus composed of two categories corresponding to two aspects for guiding systems: feedback and feedforward (Figure 2 ). Feedback provides information about the outcomes of the imagined actions already performed by the user (i.e., in the past). For a mental imagery guiding system, the feedback should provide information about the performed imagination and how well this imagination is executed or recognized (i.e., intended/recognized action). Feedforward provides information prior to any action (i.e., for future actions). For a BCI guiding system, the feedforward mechanism should contain two types of information: (a) available mental commands to the user as well as (b), how to trigger these commands using mental activity.
Feedback in BCIs
Lotte et al. (2013) propose three dimensions for the feedback mechanism in spontaneous BCIs.
• BCI Feedback should be meaningful. The feedback should indicate (at least roughly) when the user performed the mental task correctly. We include this dimension in our design space as ''performance level'' of ''What'' axis.
• BCI Feedback should be explanatory. The feedback should
indicate the user what was performed well/wrong, and how to improve/keep this performance. Currently, BCI feedback is mostly corrective, which means that the user only obtains the result ''correct/wrong'' but he/she doesn't have the clues how and why he/she managed to get this result. Please check Lotte et al. (2013) for suggestions on how to try to achieve such feedback. We include this dimension in our design space as ''performance level'' of ''What'' axis.
• BCI Feedback could be multimodal. Some research studies report using multimodal feedback, which is combined two or more modalities. Although up to now, these works have provided mixed results (a combination of audio and visual feedback decreased BCI performance Hinterberger et al., 2004) , while a combination of haptic and visual feedback increased the performances (Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2011; Ramos-Murguialday et al., 2012) , we consider the multimodal feedback could be beneficial for some users and we include it in our design space, as a dimension in ''How'' axis.
Formative Feedback for BCIs
Both Lotte et al. (2013) and Kosmyna (2015) discuss the idea of formative, educational feedback for BCIs. Current BCI feedback is entirely agnostic to the many factors that can affect human learning and especially the level of mastery of the user. Depending on this level of mastery and the type of task, different strategies should be preferred in order to optimize the learning by users.
If we take the example of a classroom, the individual performance of each student will strongly depend on many external factors pertaining to the learning environment and to individual successes and failures. It is to be expected that a child who is working in an environment perceived as hostile or negative and who is accustomed to failures, will not be able to reach his full potential and may be caught up in a downward spiral that completely squanders any hope of Frontiers in Human Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.orgsuccess (Shute, 2008) . The study on emotional design by Plass et al. (2014) clearly identifies a strong correlation between the performance of students and the presence of positive or negative emotions. Specifically, a positive mood will favor interest and motivation, while negative emotions favor focus. In the above example where one wants to learn, positive emotions are an essential drive to learning better. When the users are in an undesirable state of mind, or have trouble understanding the objective, providing feedback can bring them to understand the situation better and guide them towards a more desirable state of mind. This type of formative feedback is typically used in educational situations where teaching is specifically tailored to one individual of a small group, as defined by Shute (2008) . In education, feedback from the students to teachers is at least as essential than the converse. Indeed, such feedback provides invaluable information to the teachers about their shortcoming and allows them to improve and better tailor the content to the students. Starting from the feedback framework proposed by Mason and Bruning (2001) , Kosmyna (2015) has proposed to adapt it and to make it more suitable for BCIs. She presented a feedback taxonomy, where each level corresponds to a different variable of the system that characterizes the feedback to be used as well as it various delivery modalities (Figure 3) . She divided the taxonomy according to the mastery level of BCIs of the users (i.e., their experience), as feedback strategies evolve as the skill of users evolves. We will now describe in more details the framework proposed by Kosmyna (2015) in order to better position our choices for the guiding system.
Task Level
The nature of the task specific feedback depends on the task level. For a low level atomic task, such as moving a mouse cursor with MI, a form of very simple feedback can be the position of the cursor being updated as the users perform the action. However, for a more complex and abstract task, possibly combining several low level tasks, the nature of the feedback can take more abstract forms as well. Let us take the example of driving a radio controlled model car using MI that always goes forward and that can be turned left or right by the user. The feedback could, of course be displayed as the individual atomic feedbacks, however for the action of driving it becomes possible to overlay a higher level type of feedback, for example, recommendations on how to more easily and quickly switch between left and right in short succession.
Feedback Timing
Feedback timing corresponds to the time delay between the moment the user performs an interaction or a task and the time the feedback is provided to them.
This distinction relies on the fact that for novice users, skills for the use of BCIs and for the tasks in certain cases have not yet started to be established. Furthermore, users do not yet have the ability to tell how they are performing. Thus, an immediate feedback would be the most beneficial for them, than the negative effects of the interruption (Shute, 2008) . On the other hand, experienced users have acquired the automatisms already and know the possible errors, their severity and how to spot them. Thus, giving immediate feedback would simply be disruptive without bringing any benefit to the users at that level. In that case, it makes sense to provide feedback only after a session so that the users can analyze it calmly.
To illustrate this more concretely, let us take the example of piano players. For a novice piano player currently practicing scales, the succession of fingers used is very important and if he or she made a mistake, the tutor would immediately intervene and correct them. Otherwise they might take bad habits that would be detrimental for later. For an advanced player rehearsing a piece of music on the other hand, an interruption mid-piece would be very detrimental and would spoil the playing session. The tutor will simply wait for the end of the piece to make remarks on some of the details.
Feedback Trigger
The feedback trigger type is related to the feedback delay. Indeed, forced feedback corresponds to a feedback type and timing that are imposed by the system. On the other hand, on-demand feedback corresponds to a situation where feedback will be provided only if the user asks for it.
For novice users, imposing feedback allows them to learn steadily, without adding the extra cognitive load of deciding when to get feedback. While for expert user most aspects of the interaction are automated, for novices who do not have automatisms yet, the cognitive load of the task on its own is overwhelming enough and should be prioritized. Expert users who spend very little time consciously thinking about the task itself, have more available cognitive resources as well as more experience to decide when they really need feedback.
Prior Knowledge
Prior knowledge corresponds to how well the user knows the task to be performed:
• Low prior knowledge means the user has never or rarely performed this task before.
• Medium prior knowledge corresponds to a user who has some experience with the task or with BCIs or with other interaction modalities.
• High prior knowledge corresponds to a user who has extensive knowledge of the task. For example for a novice BCI user with an extensive prior knowledge of the task, the task specific feedback needs to be toned down, while the BCI specific feedback has to be adapted accordingly. The same goes for a user expert with BCIs but novice with the task.
As an example, the first case corresponds to a flute player who knows a specific piece very well and who tries to play that piece on a saxophone (the task here is to play a piece on a saxophone). On the other hand the second case corresponds to a flute player who is learning how to play a new piece of music (the task here is to play a new piece on a flute).
Feedback Bias
According to Barbero and Grosse-Wentrup (2010) , less precise and positively biased feedback can provide a positive placebo effect on BCI performance, while it is detrimental to experienced users. For more experienced users, negatively biased feedback will tend to be more effective. Indeed, in experienced users a realistic feedback is necessary that specifically points out errors committed (corrective) and that gives a somewhat harsher judgment of performance so as to motivate such users to work harder in order to improve. Other factors such as an internal vs. external incentive system have an influence on the type of feedback. Negatively biased feedback for experienced users presupposes mainly internal incentives (strong personal motivation) rather than external incentives (e.g., economical gain).
We can also make a parallel with the experiments performed by Plass et al. (2014) where it was shown that a positive affective environment benefits motivation and curiosity, which is in fact what novice users need to start learning. On the other hand an environment charged with negative emotions will mostly lead to a better focus, which is what experts users need, since they have already learned/obtained the skills needed to perform the task.
Feedback Modality Types
Feedback modalities correspond to the actual types of feedback that can be provided to the users either individually or jointly. Depending on the level of the user one or more types may be better adapted than others.
Descriptive and goal oriented feedback gives to users a series of instructions that will lead them to a correct interaction. The instructions can be displayed either as text, speech, etc. This type of feedback is ideal for novices and intermediary users who are not entirely familiar with the goal to accomplish.
Task specific feedback, as the name indicates, corresponds to feedback about the task itself. This type of feedback is dependent on the task and usually essential as it gives an idea of the effect of performing actions relative to the task. For example in the case of rotating objects with left and right hand MI, the task specific feedback would be the updated rotation of the object on screen. Without such feedback the user would be unable to tell if anything is happening at all.
Corrective feedback points out to user where and when they made mistakes and a likely explanation as to what happened. Experienced users can make the most of this type of feedback as they can effectively make use of the recommendation to rectify the error on their own.
Repeat until correct is a feedback type that goes in hand with corrective feedback and that makes sure the users have successfully learned how to correct their mistakes (by having them redo the action until it is successful). Such a repetition could be counterproductive and frustrating for novice users who lack most of the base knowledge.
For our guiding system we decided not to keep the ''prior knowledge'' axes but we reused the ''feedback trigger'' in our ''Trigger'' axis for both feedback and feedforward mechanism. We also used the ''corrective feedback'' and ''descriptive and goal oriented feedback'' notions for our guiding system.
Feedforward in BCIs
There are very few works on feedforward in BCIs. Lotte et al. (2013) discuss the feedforward mechanism in asynchronous BCIs. First of all, it should be mentioned that in BCIs the common term used for feedforward is training instruction. In current BCI training procedures, these instructions are not considered systematically, and often are omitted in the research reports. Most of the time they consist in asking the subject to perform the targeted mental task before actual BCI session, e.g., to imagine a left-hand movement, or to perform an actual left-hand movement to make sure the participants understand the task (Neuper et al., 2005) . Demonstrating the skill, and/or providing the pre-training and explanations related to the task are the crucial part of any training as pointed out by instructional design literature, not only in BCIs (Hattie and Timperley, 2007; Merrill, 2007; Moreno and Mayer, 2007) . This suggests, the during BCI session, the participants could be asked to remember a situation in which they may have used the task they will mentally imagine later. For example, the participants could be instructed to remember a situation in which they performed a given left-hand movement (e.g., during a sport session) before imagining it. This recall of a prior experience is expected to facilitate the learning process (Merrill, 2007) , and it was shown that this experience is indeed correlated to BCI performance (Halder et al., 2011) . Similarly, showing the user a demonstration of a successfully working BCI system might also increase the learning of the BCI skill (Merrill, 2007) .
Based on these remarks we suggest the ''What'' axis of our design space on feedforward, where the imagined actions could be displayed to a user.
Feedback in HCI: Example of Guiding System for Gesture-Based Interaction
The world of HCI proposes hundreds of different design spaces, but we focus in this article on the example of guiding systems for gestures. As Delamare et al. (2015) argue, 2D-and 3D-based gesture systems are not yet fully present in our everyday lives because ''they are not self-revealing'', e.g., users do not know when and which sets of gestures are available for the current system that they are using and for which commands, but also how to trigger them. These systems draw a parallel with BCI systems that are also not self-revealing. Delamare et al. (2015) define several dimensions for guiding systems for gesture-based interaction through the questions ''What, When, How, Where'', three of which we reuse within our design space. They present the following axes: the recognition value, filtering, update rate and perspectives, which we describe in more details in section ''General Structure of the Design Space''. Our design space integrates the aforementioned axes, as well as the previously cited works from ''Related Work'' Section. We unify them into a common structure and extend them in order to provide a specific design space for guiding systems in BCIs.
OUR DESIGN SPACE FOR GUIDING SYSTEMS IN BCIS
We start by presenting the structure of our design space-two types and three orthogonal groups. We then describe each axis of our design space.
General Structure of the Design Space
Our design space contains two categories corresponding to two aspects for guiding systems: feedback and feedforward. Both of these mechanisms have three groups of design axes related to three questions: when (temporal characteristics), What (content characteristics), How (medium characteristics). Twenty-eight axes compose our design space (Figure 4) .
Group When
This group of axes characterizes the temporal features of the feedback and feedforward mechanisms. Here we distinguish the beginning (i.e., the trigger), the middle (i.e., the execution) and the end (i.e., the end of the guiding mode) of the imagined action.
Trigger
We propose two axes for the trigger event:
• Initiative: the mechanism could either rely on user only or it could be executed by a system. For example, a usertriggered feedforward mechanism may display the available imagined actions if the user already used a particular mental command. A system-triggered mechanism could display more feedforward information if the user has difficulties imagining the actions (not recognized by the classifier, etc.).
If the choice to trigger the feedback/feedfroward mechanism was made by user, we further distinguish an axis called sensory modality, which defines if the user used the same type of BCI paradigm to activate the feedback/feedforward or he/she used another type of BCI paradigm, or a different input modality. The BCI systems that use more than one modality (BCI or other type) are also known in BCI terminology as hybrid systems. In the past few years, it has been proposed to combine BCIs with a keyboard (Nijholt and Tan, 2008) , a computer mouse (Mercier-Ganady et al., 2013) , or a joystick (Leeb et al., 2013) . Several types of BCIs can also be used at the same time (Li et al., 2010; Fruitet et al., 2011) . In Gürkök et al. (2011) , participants can switch at will between a SSVEP-based BCI and a speech recognition system. Several works propose to combine BCI and gaze-tracking, for instance, using P300 (Choi et al., 2013) and MI (Zander et al., 2010) BCIs. All of the aforementioned examples are not used for feedback/feedforward mechanisms though.
Execution
Once the feedback or feedforward mechanism were activated, the guiding system will be executed in the following manner:
• Update Rate: the information can be updated in continuous or discrete way. An example of a continuous update rate is a feedback mechanism showing the features of the classifier in real time. It allows the user to evaluate his/her imagined actions. Another example is a feedforward mechanism providing visual representations of the possible imagined actions (for example, an image o the movement in case of MI) updated during the execution of the imagined action. A discrete update rate can be further described regarding its type: • Discrete Type: the system can display the information once or many times. The system can display a final feedback at the end of the execution of imagined action, what illustrates the once option. The system can update the available mental commands each time the user performs one (for example, in the case of the drone piloting task, a system can show ''Turn left'', ''Turn right'', ''Land'' options once the user performed an imagined action to take the drone off), what illustrates a multi-step option. In the case of feedback mechanism, multistep can also provide a possibility to the system to show more information than just a classification output (for example, it might also provide the features of the classifier, etc.).
Sustainability
In order to end the feedback/feedforward mechanism, we propose the following axis:
• Sustainability: the mechanism can be transient or sustained. Transient mechanism implies that feedback and/or feedforward will automatically disappear once the system recognizes a mental command from the user. Moreover if the system monitors the performance of the user, the system can judge that feedback and/or feedforward is no longer needed. For the case of a sustained mode, a user should select a dedicated command ''close/end''. This option could be potentially interesting as if we look through the articles about BCI systems, this possibility is never discussed in feedback mechanism, e.g., feedback is either present all the time or it is absent, and the user has no control over its sustainability.
Group What
This group of axes defines the information conveyed by the feedback/feedforward mechanisms. Feedforward mechanism provides information about the imagined actions, that will be undertaken by the user, and the feedback mechanism provides the information about past imagined actions performed by the user.
Group What: Mental Imagery
A guiding system provides information about: the performed imagined activity (user's Evaluation), the recognized or intended imagined activity (system's Evaluation), and the imagined actions managed by the system (feedforward mechanism).
• User's Evaluation: in order to allow the user to evaluate her/his imagined activity, the system can display the performed (recognized by the system) imagined action or display the brain activation zones so the user can judge if his brain activated zones are the ones required for this task (also known as neurofeedback). • System's Evaluation: the system can present the intended and/or the recognized imagined action. The user can correct his/her imagined action by comparing the executed and the intended imagined action and by knowing what the system actually recognizes, when he/she imagines left hand movement, for example.
Feedforward mechanism: the system can reveal all available mental commands, a subset of them or only one command. For example, in the drone piloting task, a system can show only ''take off'' command, as it is the first one to start using the system (one), or it can display the ''turn left'' and ''turn right'' commands at one time (subset), or to show all possible commands e.g., ''take off'', ''move forward'', ''turn left'', ''turn right '', ''land'' (all) . The system can also display the brain activation zones needed for performing the task.
Group What: Performance Value for Feedback
The system might evaluate the imagined actions of the user. It can compare the performed imagined action and the intended/recognized imagined action and provide the performance value: a binary value, an interval or a real value of the user performance. A binary value can be the result of a classifier such as ''recognized'' or ''not''. A real value can be the classifier's score for a given imagined action or a custom metric such as the distance between the intended and current imagined actions.
Group What: Impact of Feedback onto Feedforward
The feedforward mechanism could be impacted by the feedback mechanism, e.g., performance of the user, etc. Past actions can have two impacts on the informational content provided by the feedforward mechanism:
• Presentation: based on the already executed/recognized imagined action, the guiding system can remove mental actions from the initial set of mental actions available at the beginning. For example, if the performance values of the user for turning the drone left and right are very low (based on some predefined threshold), then the system can only display ''moving forward'', ''land'', and propose the try the ''turn left''/''turn right'' commands later.
• Correction: the guiding system can modify the content of the feedforward based on the already executed imagined actions, e.g., add or delete the information related to the already performed action, and so on.
Group How
This group of axes describes how the feedback or feedforward mechanism provides guiding information:
• Sensory Modality: the system can transmit information through a visual, haptic or audio sensory modality. For example, it can visually display the shape of the imagined actions, use tactile stimuli to convey the scale of the deviation between intended and performed imagined actions or use a sound to indicate the success or failure of a process of imagination. Regarding the visual modality, as the most commonly used one nowadays, as will be discussed later, we further distinguish the perspective: egocentric (i.e., the information is presented from the user's point of view), exocentric (i.e., from a third person's point of view) or tethered perspective, that is attached to the user, but still separated from him/her, such as an augmented mirror with a head-coupled mechanism.
DESIGN SPACE VALIDATION AND USAGE DISCUSSION
A design space can be characterized along three dimensions (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004):
• Descriptive power: describe a significant range of systems.
• Evaluative power: help figuring out which design options to choose. • Generative power: help designing new systems.
Unfortunately, as feedback and feedforward are mostly neglected aspects in BCI community, there are very few studies available so as to properly show the descriptive and evaluative power of the proposed guiding system. To assess the coverage of the guiding system, we give and discuss hereafter 10 examples of existing BCI systems (Figure 5) .
We briefly explain each of the systems depending on which axes it represents.
Feedback Axes
Binary Value Kübler et al. (2001) proposed a system that displays a smiley after each successful trial. (Leeb et al., 2007) replaced the cursor with a gray smiley that moves towards the left or the right depending on the classifier output. After each trial, the smiley becomes green and happy if the trial is successful, sad and red if not.
Real Value
Most of the systems provide the real value, where feedback is introduced in the form of a bar or a cursor shown on screen, whose direction indicates the mental task recognized by the classifier and whose size is proportional to the confidence of the classifier in the recognized task (Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 2001 ). Kosmyna et al. (2015) propose the visualization of the distance features of the classifier, where the user sees the distance between obtained/desired action. 
Interval

Auditory Feedback
The classifier output in auditory feedback is represented by variations in the frequency of the sound (Gargiulo et al., 2012) , its volume (McCreadie et al., 2014) , or tone (Hinterberger et al., 2004; Nijboer et al., 2008) .
Tactile Feedback
Tactile feedback has been notably used in a medical context. Wilson et al. (2012) proposed lingual electro-tactile stimulation, while Gomez-Rodriguez et al. (2011) and Ramos-Murguialday et al. (2012) focused on proprioceptive feedback (i.e., information about the limbs' position and about the strength developed while performing a movement) and show that proprioceptive feedback allows increasing BCI performance, indicating that this type of feedback is promising for patients. Haptic feedback indicated the classifier output, either by varying the vibration patterns (e.g., different motor activation rhythms according to the classifier output; Chatterjee et al., 2007) or varying its spatial location (Cincotti et al., 2007; McCreadie et al., 2014) . Jeunet et al. (2015) proposed continuously updated tactile feedback for MI task.
Tethered Perspective of Providing the Information
This setup was used for the Mind-Mirror project by MercierGanady et al. (2014) . It enables the visualization of the brain activity ''inside of one's head'' by superimposition (Figure 6) . The brain activity is extracted in real-time and is displayed in a mirror-based AR setup in front of the user's skull in semitransparency.
FIGURE 7 | Visualization system of Kosmyna et al. (2015) . Large circle that corresponds to classification outcome and several small circles that correspond to the distance n-tuples that led to that classification outcome. Kosmyna et al. (2015) within the proposed guiding system. The options covered by the system of Kosmyna et al. (2015) are represented in black. Neuper et al. (2005) attempt kinesthetic imagination of movements for their participants (i.e., to imagine performing the motion, feeling the same sensations, without actually moving) rather than simply visual imagination of the movements. Kober et al. (2013) , on the other hand, show that the users were not given any specific strategy at the beginning of the training phase.
Feedforward Axes
The analysis of these works suggests that:
• the majority of the BCI systems only have very few features • the feedback is nevertheless more represented than the feedforward • the feedforward is barely considered within BCI systems
Although the cited articles all show promising results, they have not been yet been thoroughly explored by the BCI community. If we look at the feedback in BCIs, we see that the feedback provided to the user about his/her task performance is generally a unimodal (generally visual) feedback indicating the mental task recognized by the classifier together with the confidence in this recognition.
If we look more in depth on the feedforward in BCIs, very few studies have reported the mechanisms they use in order to show/explain a user how to control a BCI system. Yet this is an important element of the training process in BCIs, since this step help users to understand how to use the system. Often, this step consists only of a single directive indicating that the goal of the exercise is to ''move the cursor/bar in the correct direction''.
We further analyze one existing system, that has a possibility to trigger feedback from a user (Trigger initiative) and we then propose a small game, with possible types of feedback that are not covered by the existing works.
Analysis of an Existing System
We propose to analyze in more detail the system of Kosmyna et al. (2015) . If we follow the axis of the feedback mechanism, the system has a real-time system feedback, but the user can also give the feedback to the system. It can take the following forms:
• Triggering an additional training to add supplemental references for each imagined action.
• Removing previously added reference signals (including those stemming from the initial calibration).
The feedback is introduced to a user in visual form. The user can close the ''user-feedback'' option but the system feedback is present at all times. The system feedback is provided in two steps: one large circle that corresponds to classification outcome and several small circles that correspond to the distances between the classes (imagination actions) that led to that classification outcome (Figure 7) .
The authors also explicitly represent the imagined actions by depicted images and corresponding texts. The performance level is an interval, which is merely represented by the proportion of distance features that are closer to each imagined action, for which the mapping in a regular polygon is done. As the authors state, ''what is important is whether the points pass the classification margin or not, and near what class they are located. As for the usefulness of displaying the distance features, we believe that it can be a positive element as long as there are only a few points''. Please refer to Figure 8 to see how the system is represented within a proposed guiding system, e.g., which axes and options are implemented within the current system. For instance, as the feedback can be triggered both by the system and the user, an option user-triggered, as well as system-triggered is highlighted in black within Trigger Initiative axes.
As for the feedforward mechanism, the article does not provide details about it.
Case Scenario: Helicopter Game
In order to implement and test our guiding system, we propose a preliminary application idea in the form of a game. We propose an iPad game with the following principles:
• The game involves a ship (helicopter) at the bottom of the screen, that has to collect incoming stars.
• The helicopter is always moving forward and the users may tilt the iPad left or right to make it move sideways.
• Each BCI trial corresponds to a star arriving on screen, at which moment a telescopic sight appears in the form of a crosshair.
• The star arrives from the top and moves toward the helicopter and can move from left to right and from right to left while approaching.
• The user needs to roughly align the helicopter with the star and then imagine a hand movement to catch it.
• Initially the scope shakes heavily, which makes catching the star impossible, as the user concentrates and imagines hand movement clearly (in terms of signal classification), the more the classifier feedback gets close to 1, and the less the scope shakes, thus allowing the user to catch the star.
Here is an illustration of what the game would look like schematically (Figure 9 ).
Feedback and Feedforward Implementation in the Helicopter Game
Feedback design:
• Classification (Performance value):
-During the ''catching'' phase, classification accuracy determines how much the scope of the helicopter trembles. -During the ''catching'' phase, classification accuracy is represented by the sound of the engine, a low frequency sound means a lower classification and renders the trajectory of the helicopter unstable (audio modality in our guiding system). -If the classification accuracy is good, encouragement text messages are displayed. If the accuracy is bad, the system displays messages to stimulate the attention of the user by proposing suggestions.
FIGURE 9 | Helicopter game concept: the user needs to collect the stars while benefiting from feedback and feedforward options to learn to play the game via BCI.
1. If the user manages to catch a star, the game counts it as a success (system evaluation in our guiding system).
The player earns a certain number of points that are added to his/her total score. The number of points added depends on the distance of the missile from the star (there is a fixed blast radius around missiles) and on the classifier. 2. If the user fails to catch a star, a negative number of points are added to the global score (deducted) that depend on the distance of the missile from the star and of the classification correctness criterion. 3. Ghost Mode (Feedback dependency presentation in our guiding system): another helicopter that plays perfectly is displayed in overlay; the user can see the ghost ship catch the stars and their full feedback. The objective is to push the user towards imitating this perfect play. It includes the expected position of the telescopic sight. 4. Subjective messages: ''You're rocking it'', ''Astounding'', ''Marvelous'', ''Not Bad'', ''Careful'', ''Focus!'' etc. with variable level of honesty (positive bias could be introduced for the very beginners).
The ratio between the classifier performance and of the proximity of the missile to the target can be used and indicator of how much an error is due to misclassification vs. player error. The results could be provided to a user in the end of the session if he/she is interested (user-triggered feedback in our guiding system).
• Feedforward design: -Textual/video description (What axis): provide an explanation as to what the person should imagine, and how it should feel in practice (e.g., Start as though you are going to move your hand, and stop when your muscles are on the brink of contracting; do not visualize moving you hand in your head). -Visualization, showing the zones of the brain in specific frequency ranges, where we expect to see signals to classify.
• Game/Task Feedback transitions:
-Imposed by the game (system-triggered): the fuel of the helicopter decreases over time, faster if the user fails to kill an enemy. When the fuel reaches zero, the resupply aircraft approaches from the side and the feedback interlude begins. -Chosen by the user (user-triggered): in terms of the game, the user may chose to reload the fuel supply of the helicopter if he or she feels that he or she is having difficulties controlling the game. Then, we can trigger any of the task specific feedback modalities. -In order to activate the feedback : an SSVEP could be used on the tablet corner; physical button press on the touch screen; shaking the iPad; tilting the iPad up, explicit BCI command, either same or distinct modality in our guiding system.
-Imposed by the game: at the end of each level.
Add a bit of a discussion here about this case scenario…did we cover all the aspects of our design space? How well does it illustrate it? Extension possibilities?
CONCLUSION
This article addresses the design of BCI guiding systems. We propose a specific guiding system that defines a framework and organizes a set of design issues along axes. The guiding system enables the study of the design of BCI guiding systems in the light of standard HCI characteristics. Our guiding system is composed of two categories corresponding to two fundamental aspects for guiding systems: feedback and feedforward. Both of these mechanisms have three groups of design axes related to three questions: when (temporal characteristics), What (content characteristics), How (medium characteristics). Twenty-eight axes compose our design space. The systematic experimental exploration of the proposed design space is a future direction of work. We hope that the proposed guiding system will bring the BCI and HCI community attention in order to explore the training procedures for BCIs so as to further advance the field of BCI design.
